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hide, shining with fat like the Eskimos themselves, and pigeon-
toed as their women invariably are. Tufts of musk-ox fur had
been stuck either side the head to simulate human hair. The
tiling had no form, was crude, wretched, yet how expressive it
was! With this bit of caribou the unknowing artist had sewn
together a limp mannikin in wrhich the whole of Eskimo poverty
and wretchedness came startlingly alive. The fact that this doll
had no face — its head was a mere ball—conferred upon it an air
of universality and lent it the value of a symbol of this rude and
enigmatic race; externally impassive, but brooding over its dark
secrets. I took it up and looked long at it, more moved by it
than I had been by any of the race it bespoke. It filled me with
pity, and with admiration, too, for if it spoke of wretched
poverty, it spoke no less of stoicism. When, for his obscure
reasons, the Eskimo decides to die, and slumps inert on his igloo
couch with arms lax and back bowed over, it is like this doll
that he looks.
On the spot I gave two plugs e>f tobacco for the doll, and
instantly I became the idiot white man. For a bit of hide that
the child no longer wrould play with, I had given two plugs of
tobacco. I had hardly left them before they began hastily to
manufacture bright new dolls, dressed in new skins. Surely the
Kabloona would pay five or six plugs for the new dolls! They
were in Algunerk's igloo next day before I was out of my
sleeping-bag, and when, in triumph, they held up the new dolls,
and I WTinkled my nose (the Eskimo sign for eno5), they
grumbled angrily and withdrew, convinced now that the white
man was surely mad.
*Senne? said Algunerk the following morning, and I knew he
was telling me that it was Sunday. This might have been one
reason why our departure had been delayed. For, curious as it
was, Algunerk, the ex-shaman, was on the way to becoming a
Roman Catholic. With the arrival of the first missionary in
these parts, he had seen very quickly that shamanism might be
superseded by the new religion, and from sorcerer he had trans-
formed himself into catechumen. Cautiously and astutely, he
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